Black Box understands federal agencies’ requirements for secure, compliant technology solutions. We design advanced products that meet the latest and most rigid security standards to help you achieve your objectives, meet your budget, and optimize your productivity without sacrificing your safety.

**Solutions**

- **Secure Desktop**
- **Fiber to the Desktop**
- **Command and Control**
- **Data Center and Infrastructure**
A new U.S. Government land base data center needed to roll out a complete data center, including infrastructure for KVM, to support deployed naval ships. Additionally, they wanted to reduce data center noise, cool sensitive equipment, and reduce space. They contacted Black Box, who designed a high-performance data center with QuietCab climate-controlled enclosures that kept server noise to a minimum, cooled mission-critical IT equipment, and didn't clutter the workspace. For the required KVM functionality, Black Box installed the high-performance KVM-over-IP matrix switching system that met the customer’s needs for command and control and improved naval ship support and operations.